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Global observables and secondary interactions in central Au¿Au reactions at AsÄ200A GeV
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The ultrarelativistic quantum molecular dynamics model~UrQMD! is used to study global observables in
central reactions of Au1Au at As5200A GeV at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider~RHIC!. Strong stopping
governed by massive particle production is predicted if secondary interactions are taken into account. The
underlying string dynamics and the early hadronic decoupling implies only small transverse expansion rates.
However, rescattering with mesons is found to act as a source of pressure leading to additional flow of baryons
and kaons, while cooling down pions.

PACS number~s!: 25.75.2q, 24.10.Lx
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One of the major goals of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Co
lider ~RHIC! at Brookhaven National Laboratory is to e
plore the phase diagram of hot and dense matter near
quark gluon plasma~QGP! phase transition. The QGP is
state in which the individual hadrons dissolve into a gas
free ~or almost free! quarks and gluons in strongly com
pressed and hot matter~for recent reviews on the topic, w
refer to Refs.@1,2#!. The achievable energy and baryon de
sities sensitively depend on the extent to which the nuclei
stopped during penetration; they also depend on mass n
ber and bombarding energy.

Earlier RHIC estimates have been performed assum
boost-invariant hydrodynamics@3–7# and PQCD ~Regge
theory! motivated model@8,9#: baryons are concentrated
projectile and target rapidity separated by a large reg
which is baryon free~in position and momentum space!, i.e.,
the nuclei are transparent. The region between them is fi
by the color fields which materialize, developing a plateau
the mesons’ rapidity distribution. This scenario is suppor

experimentally forpp andpp̄ collisions at collider energies
It is the aim of the present work to examine whether t
remains true also for the collision of large nuclei. Fro
lower-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions we know that onl
small fraction of the total number of collisions takes place
the full incident energy while most of them take place
much lower energies. In fact, transport model studies sho
fair amount of stopping at the RHIC energy with stro
transverse expansion@10,11# indicating that the collision of
two nuclei is more than just the superposition of ‘‘A3A’’
nucleon collisions at the same energy~i.e., that secondary
interactions are very important at all investigated energie!.

As a tool for our investigation of heavy ion reactions
RHIC the ultrarelativistic quantum molecular dynami
model ~UrQMD 1.2! is applied@12#. Similar to the RQMD
model @10,13#, UrQMD is a microscopic transport approac
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based on the covariant propagation of constituent quarks
diquarks accompanied by mesonic and baryonic degree
freedom. It simulates multiple interactions of ingoing a
newly produced particles, the excitation and fragmentat
of color strings and the formation and decay of hadro
resonances. At RHIC energies, the treatment of subhadr
degrees of freedom is of major importance. In the UrQM
model, these degrees of freedom enter via the introductio
a formation time for hadrons produced in the fragmentat
of strings@14–16#. The leading hadrons of the fragmentin
strings contain the valence quarks of the original exci
hadron. In UrQMD they are allowed to interact even duri
their formation time, with a reduced cross section defined
the additive quark model, thus accounting for the origin
valence quarks contained in that hadron@12#. Those leading
hadrons therefore represent a simplified picture of the le
ing ~di!quarks of the fragmenting string. Newly produce
~di!quarks do, in the present model, not interact until th
have coalesced into hadrons—however, they contribute
the energy density of the system. A more advanced treatm
of the partonic degrees of freedom during the formation ti
ought to include soft and hard parton scattering@8# and the
explicit time dependence of the color interaction between
expanding quantum wave-packets@17#. However, such an
improved treatment of the internal hadron dynamics has
been implemented for light quarks into the present mod
For further details about the UrQMD model, the reader
referred to Ref.@12#.

The UrQMD model has been applied successfully to
plore heavy ion reactions from AGS energies (Elab
51210A GeV! up to the full CERN-SPS energy (Elab
5160A GeV!. This includes detailed studies of thermaliz
tion @18#, particle abundancies and spectra@19#, strangeness
production @20#, photonic and leptonic probes@21#, J/C ’s
@22#, and event-by-event fluctuations@23#.

Let us tackle directly the relevant questions prompted
the start-up of RHIC: Can string models such as UrQMD
applied toAA reactions at RHIC energies? Is baryonic sto
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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ping achieved at RHIC? How many particles will be pr
duced? Will secondary interactions modify observables?

The increasing importance of perturbative QCD effe
~hard scattering! @8,9,24# and coherent parton dynamics@25#
has led to the speculations that transport models with st
dynamics will fail to describe heavy ion collisions above
certain center of mass energy. Indeed, today’s transport m
els are based on a probabilistic phase space approach,
in the earliest stage of the reaction. In this stage at RH
energies, the protons and neutrons of the colliding nu
should be described by coherent parton wave functions
should be modelled as such@25#. However, after initial par-
ton or string production has taken place in the first 0.5 fmc
@26#, this coherence is lost and the UrQMD ansatz may
applicable.

To study the PQCD-induced effects it has been sugge
to use the Parton cascade model~PCM/VNI! @8# to simulate
the dynamics of the hot and dense region of heavy ion re
tions. However, the interplay of hard vs soft physics~early
stage vs late stage of the collision! allows use of these mod
els only in the very early stage of the reaction. Recently
was shown that the large amount of nonperturbative pa
interactions at SPS and RHIC energies imposes severe
tations to the applicability of such an approach@27,2#. It may
even be possible that the whole concept of hard parton s
tering needs to be replaced by strongly interacting glu
matter~hot glue scenario! @28#.

In fact, higher twist phenomena seem to play an import
role at RHIC energies, making leading order~and next-to-
leading order! perturbative QCD~PQCD! calculations ques-
tionable for the study of dense matter@27,29#. It has been
argued @30,31#, that for subsequent (t.1 fm/c! collision
stages, the use of phenomenological approaches to inv
gate the collision dynamics is inevitable, especially when
system becomes relatively dilute and secondary collisi
occur at moderate energies.

It is not knowna priori at RHIC energies, whether PQC
effects ~presumably taking place at the early stage of
collision, t;1 fm/c! or the hadronic rescatterings domina
the evolution of the system and the hadronic spectra m
sured by the experiments after freeze-out. Models such
UrQMD @12# or RQMD @13# can help to identify in the ob-
servables signals from different~early or late! stages of the
collision dynamics.

Let us investigate UrQMD predictions at increasing ce
ter of mass energies for light-ion and proton-proton re
tions. UrQMD calculations to rapidity distributions fo
He1He atAs531 GeV~ISR! yield good agreement betwee
model and data@12#. If the energy is increased further,pp
interactions from UrQMD start to deviate from PQCD mo
vated extrapolations by 35% atAs5200 GeV. This deviation
is consistent with early attempts made in the RQMD a
proach as discussed in Ref.@10#. It can be pinned down to
multijet events: here the incoming hadrons do fragment
only into two jets~led by the incoming quarks and diquark!
but also into additional jets stemming from momentum tra
fer to the sea partons of the incoming hadrons. These a
tional jets result in an overall increase of particle product
from center of mass energies ofAs5100 GeV upwards.
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Consequently, this model cannot be applied to PQCD do
nated observables, e.g., the high-momentum (pt.2 GeV/c!
part of hadronic spectra or multijet related quantities. On
other hand, as will be discussed below, only a minor par
all elementary interactions takes place at such high energ
thus final results in terms of particle multiplicity and spect
shape are only moderately affected, on the order of 1
@10#.

Figure 1 shows theAs-collision spectra of individual had
ron ~quark! collisions in Au1Au reactions atAs5200 GeV.
Figure 1~a! indicates all baryon-baryon (BB) and diquark-
diquark collisions, Fig. 1~b! shows meson-baryon (MB), and
quark-diquark reactions and Fig. 1~c! describes meson
meson (MM ) and quark-quark collisions. All spectra ar
strongly decreasing towards high collision energies. Ho
ever, the initial baryon-baryon~diquark-diquark! interactions
are visible as a bump around the beam energy ofAs5200
GeV ~the width of this bump is given by the Fermi mome
tum multiplied by the Lorentz factor!.

One observes that the total number of collisions is do
nated by secondary interactions. The initial high-energy c
lisions (As.100 GeV! constitute less than 20% of all reac
tions. The remaining 80% of the reactions are well treata
by string physics and effective constituent quark dynam
The average collision energies are given by

^As&5

E dAsAs~dN/dAs!

E dAs~dN/dAs!

~1!

resulting in ^As&MM51.2 GeV, ^As&MB52.3 GeV, and
^As&BB58.2 GeV. It is interesting that theBB value is

FIG. 1. Collision energy spectra of baryon-baryon~a!, meson-
baryon~b!, and meson-meson~c! reactions in Au1Au, As5200A
GeV, b,3 fm.
4-2
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GLOBAL OBSERVABLES AND SECONDARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 024904
mostly driven by the initial collisions. If only reactions be
low As5100 GeV are counted,̂As&As,100 GeV

BB 54.6 GeV.
Note that these moderate collision energies are also enc
tered in ‘‘PQCD’’ based approaches, e.g., VNI@27#. Thus
pointing to a strong nonperturbative component in
parton-hadron dynamics at RHIC energies.

In the following two different scenarios will be explore
in order to study the influence of secondary interactio
UrQMD calculations with the full collision term include
will be contrasted by UrQMD simulations with deactivate
meson-meson and meson-baryon interactions. The follow
interactions have been deactivated: Meson-meson, me
baryon, valence quark-meson, diquark-meson, vale
quark-valence quark, valence quark-diquark~including anti-
quarks and baryons!. Note that baryon-baryon, diquark
baryon, and diquark-diquark collisions are still possible. T
is in contrast to first collision models: In the UrQMD mod
‘‘without rescattering’’ not only multiple baryon-baryon in
teractions are allowed, but also baryon-antibaryon annih
tions are still possible~see Table I!.

Let us investigate the total energy deposition in calori
eters in terms of the transverse energyET :

ET5( ~Ei sinu i1mi !, u i5arctan
pi'

pi uu
. ~2!

Ei is the energy of particlei, mi is the rest mass of particl
i—if it is an antibaryon, otherwise it is zero. TheET distri-
bution is depicted in Fig. 2~a! as a function of pseudorapidit
h. UrQMD predicts a maximumET of 600 GeV ~with
rescattering, full symbols! and a Gaussian shape of theET
distribution. Deactivating the secondary interactions~open
symbols! results in a decreased energy deposition by 3
and in a plateau in the transverse energy distribution, as
pected from string dynamics.

TABLE I. Possible reaction channels with and without resc
tering. Quark and diquark refer to constituent quarks and diqua
at the string end points. If not especially mentioned, antipart
reactions behave such as particle reactions.

Reaction With rescattering Without rescatterin

Baryon-baryon yes yes
Baryon-diquark yes yes
Baryon-quark yes no
Meson-baryon yes no
Meson-diquark yes no
Meson-quark yes no
Meson-meson yes no
Diquark-diquark yes yes
Quark-diquark yes no
Quark-quark yes no
Antibaryon-baryon yes yes
Antidiquark-diquark yes yes
Quark-antidiquark yes no
Antiquark-antiquark yes no
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The charged particle (p11p21K11K2) yields with
~full symbols! and without~open symbols! rescattering are
depicted in Fig. 2~b!. Figure 2~c! shows theET per charged
particle as a function of pseudorapidity. At the central reg
the calculation with rescattering~full symbols! and without
rescattering~open symbols! coincide. The transverse energ
per particle is 600–800 MeV. However, at larger rapiditi
we observe secondary maxima in the calculation with
rescattering—as shown below, they are due to concave
mentum distributions of hadrons over rapidity.

Diquark dynamics becomes the major mechanism for
initial build-up of energy density@32# and particle produc-
tion. It is therefore interesting to study the stopping behav
of the present model. It has been claimed recently, that
otic mechanisms~e.g., baryon junctions@33#! need to be in-
voked to understand the baryon number transport at SPS
RHIC. In contrast to these approaches, the UrQMD mo
mainly applies quark model cross sections to the subseq
scattering of constituent~di!quarks in combination with a
small diquark breaking@34# component (;10%).

Figure 3~a! shows the rapidity spectra of protons~circles!
and antiprotons~triangles! in central (b,3 fm! Au1Au re-
actions atAs5200A GeV. Full symbols denote calculation
with full rescattering, whereas open symbols denote calc
tions without meson-meson and meson-baryon interactio
The proton distribution~in the calculation with rescattering!
shows a plateau over rapidity with 20 protons at central
pidities. Without rescattering the proton distribution exhib
a dip at central rapidity values. The antiproton distribution
of Gaussian shape with a peak value of 8 at midrapidity. I
interesting to note that the shape of the antiproton distri
tion and their absolute yield stays apparently unaffected
secondary interactions. Since the overall particle produc

-
s

e

FIG. 2. Au1Au, As5200A GeV,b,3 fm. Full symbols denote
calculations with full rescattering. Open symbols denote calcu
tions without meson-meson and meson-baryon interactions.~a!
Transverse energy distribution as a function of pseudorapidity.~b!
Pseudorapidity density of charged particles (p11p21K11K2).
~c! Transverse energy per charged particle as a function of pse
rapidity.
4-3
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is strongly enhanced by rescattering effects~as shown be-
low!, this points to a counter balance of production and
nihilation of antibaryons.

The stopping power obtained in the full UrQMD approa
is rather strong@see Fig. 3~b!#. We observe a flat net-baryo

FIG. 3. Au1Au, As5200A GeV,b,3 fm. Full symbols denote
calculations with full rescattering. Open symbols denote calcu
tions without meson-meson and meson-baryon interactions.~a! Ra-
pidity density of protons~circles! and antiprotons~triangles!. ~b!
Rapidity density of net protons.~c! Rapidity density of negatively
charged pions.~d! Rapidity density ofK1 ~circles! and K2 ~tri-
angles!.

FIG. 4. Transverse mass distribution of protons~circles! and
pions ~triangles! at midrapidity (uyu,0.5) in Au1Au, As5200A
GeV,b,3 fm. Full symbols denote calculations with full rescatte
ing. Open symbols denote calculations without meson-meson
meson-baryon interactions.
02490
-

rapidity distribution, while whithout rescattering tw
maxima develop near target-projectile rapidities and a str
dip at central rapidities. The net proton distribution~full
symbols! is shifted by approximately two units in rapidity
resulting in 12 net-protons at midrapidity. Secondary scat
ings are important for transporting baryon number from p
jectile and target rapidity closer to midrapidity.

Figure 3~c! depicts the yields of negatively charged pio
~neutral and positively charged pions are—on a 5% leve
identical in shape and number! with full rescattering~full
symbols! and without meson-meson and meson-baryon in
actions ~open symbols! in Au1Au, As5200A GeV, b,3
fm. Comparing the simulations with and without rescatt
ing, a strong increase of particle production in the cen
rapidity region is observed if rescattering is included. As
result, a Gaussian shape of the pions rapidity distribut
emerges.

The kaon distribution is affected by secondary intera
tions as well, as is shown in Fig. 3~d!. The rapidity distribu-
tions ofK1 ~circles! andK2 ~triangles! with full rescattering
~full symbols! and without secondary interactions~open
symbols! are shown for Au1Au, As5200A GeV, b,3 fm
reactions. The overall amount of charged kaons increase
nearly 30% due to rescattering effects. However, the splitt
between positively and negatively charged kaons seems t
unaffected by meson-meson and meson-baryon interacti
If this is the case in collisions, a possible equilibration
strangeness due to a QGP~as proposed by Ref.@39#! will not
be washed out in the rescattering process and might be
servable.

The charged particle abundancies,'880 at midrapidity,
are in the middle of the expected multiplicity aty50 which
reaches from 600 to 1200@35,36#. It is interesting to note
that the total particle yield is similar to the RQMD resul
@37# and also similar to a corrected PQCD based parton c
cade model@27#. However, note the qualitative differenc

-

nd

FIG. 5. Mean transverse momenta of protons, kaons, and p
as a function of rapidity in Au1Au, As5200A GeV,b,3 fm. Full
lines denote calculations with full rescattering. Dotted lines den
calculations without meson-meson and meson-baryon interacti
4-4
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GLOBAL OBSERVABLES AND SECONDARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C62 024904
between the present results and those of a PQCD based t
port approach@38#: the UrQMD calculations indicate a ne
proton density of approximately 12 around midrapidi
whereas the PQCD based approach predicts a net-pr
density of only 3. This large difference should allow expe
ments to discriminate those models.

Let us now turn to the transverse expansion dynam
since the early UrQMD dynamics is based on string degr
of freedom, newly created quarks are not allowed to inter
until they have finished their coalescence into hadrons~typi-
cally this requires 1 fm/c in the local restframe of the coa
lescing quarks!. Due to the large Lorentzg factor, this leads
to a relatively small pressure in the initial reaction phase
compared to an equation of state which includes a ph
transition to a thermalized QGP.

This behavior is clearly visible in Fig. 4: the transver
mass distribution of protons~circles! and pions~triangles! at
midrapidity (uyu,0.5) are depicted for Au1Au, As5200A
GeV, b,3 fm reactions. Full symbols denote calculatio
with full rescattering and open symbols denote calculati
without secondary interactions. Without rescattering the
verse slopes of pions~open triangles! and protons~open
circles! are similar. With full rescattering~full symbols! one
observes a splitting in the inverse slopes of pions and p
tons. Experimentally, this was obserserved in both S1S and
Pb1Pb collisions at SPS energiesAs517220A GeV @40–
42#. Hence, secondary scatterings clearly create additio
transverse flow. Note that this effect is not visible in the pi
spectrum: The pion slope differences with and without r
cattering are marginal. The total number of pions is d
creased without rescattering.

This observation is supported by the mean transverse
menta of protons, kaons, and pions, which are shown in
5 as a function of rapidity. Full lines denote calculations w
full rescattering, whereas dotted lines denote calculati
without rescattering. Without secondary interactions prot
and pions show mean transverse momenta at central ra
ties similar to the values observed inpp collisions. However,

TABLE II. Predicted scaling of the mean transverse moment
midrapidity (uyu,0.5) with particle mass and quark content in A
1Au, As5200A GeV, b<3 fm. The third column shows the mea
pT values withoutMM and MB rescattering, while the fourth col
umn denotes the meanpT values resulting from UrQMD simula
tions with the full collision term. The errors are statistical on
Note that the values of̂pT& of strange baryons violate the linea
scaling with particle mass. In fact, thêpT& decreasesas the
strangeness content of the hadrons increases, as observed at
collision energies@43,44#.

Particle m ~GeV! ^pT& ~GeV/c! w/o resc. ^pT& ~GeV/c! w/ resc.

p 0.138 0.36260.007 0.34360.004
K 0.494 0.44060.016 0.47860.013
p 0.938 0.60260.022 0.73060.021
L 1.116 0.56060.023 0.72760.021
S 1.192 0.61360.025 0.73760.021
J 1.315 0.55960.026 0.68760.024
V 1.672 0.63160.030 0.60160.027
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the mean transverse momenta rise strongly towards the ta
and projectile region. This effect is known from pp collision
as the ‘‘sea-gull’’ effect1 @45#. Frequent rescattering leads
a hydrodynamic type behavior—this is demonstrated in F
4 and 5. The meanpT differences between proton and kao
become much larger than the difference between pion
kaon, a characteristic sign of hydrodynamic flow.2 The scal-
ing systematics of the meanpT at midrapidity as a function
of particle mass is shown in Table II.

With full rescattering the mean transverse momenta
protons increase at central rapidities and decrease in
target-projectile region. This leads to a flat meanp' over
rapidity. The same effect works for the kaons. In contra
pions cool down due to rescattering~compare the dotted an
full lines for pions!. The cool off of pions is due to~i!
s-channelp1p interactions which result in a splitting o
pions and proton slopes due to the decay kinematics of
baryon resonances,~ii ! inelastic interactions of pions leadin
to a destruction of the pions with high transverse mome
~high energy!, e.g.,p1p→KK̄, ~iii ! the general difficulty in
heating pions up to more than 140 MeV, because of prod
tion of new pions above this temperature. Pions lose par
their kinetic energy to create new hadrons and by push
the surrounding baryons, kaons, etc., aside. Thus, the p
act as an energy reservoir for the heavier hadrons~pion wind
@46#!.

The scenario of the meson and constituent quark sca
ing being the driving force behind the systems expansio
also supported by the particles freeze-out distributions: F
6~a! shows the average freeze-out3 time in the center-of-mass
frame @the trivial scaling with cosh(y) is divided out# for

1This ‘‘sea-gull feature’’ can be seen, if one plots the FeynmanxF

distribution instead of the rapidity distribution.
2Protons always show some flow, due to the baryon-baryon in

actions. If the model is run in pure first collision mode, this diffe
ence vanishes.

3The freeze-out is defined for each particle individually as
space-time point of its last scattering.

FIG. 6. Hadron freeze-out in Au1Au, As5200A GeV,b,3 fm
collisions. Full symbols denote calculations with full rescatterin
open symbols denote calculations without meson-meson
meson-baryon interactions:~a! Mean freeze-out time of protons
kaons, and pions as a function of rapidity.~b! Mean transverse
freeze-out radii of protons, kaons, and pions as a function of ra
ity.
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M. J. BLEICHERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 024904
protons~circles!, kaons~triangles!, and pions~squares!. The
calculation without meson-meson and meson-baryon res
tering, shown as open symbols, yields freeze-out times
tween 1 fm/c ~mesons!–5 fm/c ~protons!. In contrast, the
simulation with full rescattering~full symbols! predicts a
long living system which decouples only after 15–20 fm/c.
The same behavior is reflected in the transverse freeze
radii as shown in Fig. 6~b!—symbols are the same as d
scribed above. One clearly observes the rescattering as
driving force behind the transverse expansion, leading to
increase of the freeze-out radii from 4 to 8 fm at cent
rapidities.

In conclusion, the UrQMD model has been applied
Au1Au reactions at RHIC energies. This model treats
dynamics of the hot and dense system by constitu
~di!quark and hadronic degrees of freedom. The collis
spectra have been studied and the effects of secondary i
actions have been quantified. Substantial baryon stop
power has been predicted. The resulting particle produc
has been analyzed. Secondary interactions are found t
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very important for such a strong baryon stopping. They c
stitute a sizable source for particle production. The study
the transverse expansion of the system revealed that
driven by pions~‘‘pion wind’’ !: Pions transfer their energ
in the expansion phase to the heavier hadrons. As a resu
pions are cooled as rescattering is included. The overall
ticle production is found to be similar to PQCD motivate
models. However, the net-proton rapidity density atyc.m. dif-
fers by a factor of 4 between both approaches. This may
used to experimentally distinguish between these models
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